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Welcome Welcome to everyone in the room, including members, partners and guests CMs: 8LDs: 107Other member reps: 151 (incl. 9 from the Leadership Program)Guests: 98 (including 15 people representing 11 prospect companies)Global Network: 37 peopleSubtotal: 401Staff: 94 (of which exactly 50%, 47, are female)Total: 495, of which 57% men and 43% women



New members since Council Meeting 2017
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New members since CM 2017Welcome to the 14 new members who have joined since our Council Meeting in Mexico



Secondments at WBCSD
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SecondmentsYou may have noticed more staff, or recognized some faces. Thanks to the 25 companies who have given us secondments in recent years. 20 of the companies above are represented in the room today. 



WBCSD partners
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WBCSD partnersThere are people in the room from 7 of the partners listed above. 3 from Cities and Mobility2 from Food, Land and Water 2 from Redefining ValueOverall, there are 36 organizations attending this week



Global Network partners
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Global Network partnersGlobal Network: 37 people from 36 partners our GN partners here today
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WBCSD logoDuring the last ExCo meeting in Mexico-City we asked your approval for a refresh of the WBCSD logo. Given staff considerations and subsequent recalibration of our priorities, we have decided not to progress with this project and to continue using the current logo.
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Lead. Transform. Succeed. Our theme for 2018 is Lead. Transform. Succeed. Lead: Businesses are taking the lead to accelerate the transition to a sustainable world. Transform: Systems transformations are now happening everywhere with thrusts coming from technology change and sustainability challenges. WBCSD’s science-based approach and targeted business solutions aim to scale up business impact and target system transformation through five programs in line with the Sustainable Development Goals: Cities & Mobility; Energy & Circular Economy; Food, Land and Water; People; Redefining Value.Succeed: By better navigating the risks and capturing the transformative opportunities, companies will find new growth, lower their cost of capital and be more successful.  
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TransformSystems are transforming quickly.
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The Paris Agreement and the SDGsTwo years ago, there were a lot of pictures of happy, smiling people after big achievements in sustainability. Two years later, we know that the SDGs and the Paris Agreement are crucial targets, yet do not provide a complete framework.



Uncertain times
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Uncertain timesAirstrikes in Syria.Facebook and arguably our democratic systems are under scrutiny.Power is consolidating in Russia and China, as strong leaders show their power.



Climate change
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The Climate Change debate is over The impacts of climate change are ever more visible. The world has seen an intense series of natural events since we last met at Montreux, including a record-breaking Atlantic hurricane season costing billions of dollars to the economy.



Water
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The planet is screaming: The language is waterMassive floods in South Asia that killed 1,200 people and affected another 40 million.The worst drought in a century in Southern Africa that has put Cape Town on the precipice of running out of water.



A changing world
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The world around us is changing fast Technology & Sustainability are two main thrusts of change.Data and privacy considerations are increasingly prominent for business. Legislators are also catching up with the pace of technology and posing further challenges, such as through the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), set to become enforceable in May 2018. Automation will ask questions not just about economic strategy, but about social considerations and license to operate.This space is further evolving into concerns re Artificial Intelligence, as science fiction becomes reality – Will Smith ‘went on a date’ to test one of the most advanced AI robots earlier this year. Technology has the potential to have a massive positive contribution on sustainability –through enhanced automobile safety, the creation of new jobs or blockchain’s ability to improve supply chain management and materials traceability. Business has a need and an opportunity to lead.



Trust
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Building trust **Image below trust: front cover of Edelman Trust BarometerThis year’s Edelman Trust Barometer sows that, for the public, building trust (69 percent) is now the No. 1 job for CEOs, surpassing producing high-quality products and services (68 percent).Business is expected to be an agent of change. The employer is the new safe house in global governance, with 72 percent of respondents saying that they trust their own company. 64 percent believe a company can take actions that both increase profits and improve economic and social conditions in the community where it operates.This past year saw CEO credibility rise sharply by 7 points to 44 percent after a number of business leaders voiced their positions on the issues of the day. Nearly two-thirds of respondents say they want CEOs to take the lead on policy change instead of waiting for government, which now ranks significantly below business in trust in 20 markets. 
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LeadBusiness will lead the system transformation.
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System transformation



Forest Solutions Group

Cement Sustainability 
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Three key sectorsCSICSI is leading business action in the sector on climate change. Earlier this month CSI released its updated low-carbon technology roadmap, outlining the path required to achieve CO2 reductions of up to 24% by 2050. This roadmap includes: Partnership with IEA and ECRA (European Cement Research Academy)Identification of available and upcoming technologies to match the 2°C scenario requirementsEvaluation of their costs and the need to enhance regulatory and financial support, particularly after 2030The CSI will now embark on a much broader partnership exercise, from sector to systems which will be the focus of a panel discussion at 10.15 this morning. FSGThe FSG has undertaken a full strategic review and is now well positioned to be the global voice of the forest products sector –new co chair Noel Morrin of Stora Enso joins Co-chair Diogo da Silveira of the Navigator Company.  TIPTIP continues to make steady progress in understanding and addressing the sustainability challenges faced by the industry. Entering into a new cycle in 2018, TIP started efforts to bring sustainable Natural Rubber closer to reality. 



Cities & Mobility
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Cities and Mobility: Key messages: Cities is the place where Sustainability comes to action. The transport sector is going through deep transformation. Five thrusts are driving the transformation: low carbon electricitydigitalizationelectric vehiclesautonomous vehicles and new mobility servicesWBCSD is a unique platform for Business to work with cities. We offer companies three ways to engage strategically and operationally with cities: CityTrendsCitySolutions and CityDialoguesWBCSD wants to work with leading companies in the transport sector to make sure that the transformation leads to a more sustainable mobility system where everybody has access to clean, safe and efficient mobility. Trends/member actions/events that inspire: Over 90 cities members of C40 will commit by end 2020 to publish their plan to meet the Paris Agreement. WBCSD is collaborating with C40 will help some cities implement their climate action plans through partnering with business. Our Science Based Targets work ties in with the challenge set by Mahindra CEO Anand Mahindra at Davos to have 500 companies set SBTs before the Global Climate Action Summit in September. 45 WBCSD companies have already committed. Mahindra CSO Anirban Ghosh will speak about this further in his session at 10.15. New work to pay attention to: The Low Emissions Economy Partnership (LEEP) project aims to help cities implement climate action plans in collaboration with business, through a dedicated local organization. We are finalizing the scoping of the new project on Transforming Urban Mobility.WBCSD is developing a Science Based Target guidance for buildings and construction sector to help companies across the value chain take targets that are compliant with the Paris Agreement. Images above: Top left: Sustainable cities powered by renewable energy. Top centre:  electric cars



Energy & Circular Economy
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Energy and Circular EconomyKey messagesThe time for climate action is now. Companies are no longer debating the “why” and they agree on “what” solutions are needed. Now we are being asked to work with members on the “how”. WBCSD is the leading voice of global business in climate action and our companies are leading the transformation of energy systems. Trends/member actions/events that inspire: We are excited that circular economy is viewed as a positive pathway and an economic opportunity for companies and a catalyst for sustainable development. It is an opportunity for business to innovate to drive more value in society. We are most inspired by companies working towards a world in which inclusive business growth is being decoupled from resource use. New work to pay attention to: Natural Climate Solutions (Alema’s project): The NCS project seeks to enable the private sector to play a leadership role in scaling up investment in NCS. One of the sessions in this morning’s covers NCS and the role of business in scaling up the opportunity. Factor10 was launched in Davos in January, and so circular metrics, the automotive and built environment deep dives, as well as our work on policy, is just getting underway. Factor10’s objective is mainstream circular economy in the heart of global business, and move this from a group of early adopters, into the early majority of business.  We do so by engaging beyond sustainability leads into all operating functions, beyond sectors into full value-chains, beyond high-level principles into actionable business practice. The World Circular Economy Forum that will take place in Yokohama in October, will be an important event to showcase leading circular solutions. We are most inspired by companies working towards a world in which inclusive business growth is being decoupled from resource use. Collaborating with 32 companies, across 16 industries, with over 1.3 trillion USD in annual turnover on some of the biggest challenges in the circular economy.This week: In Montreux, we will focus discussions on circular Metrics, scoping of our work on plastics, as well as the bio-economy. Pictures above: Top left: The world’s largest Lithium-Ion battery was installed in California last September. They can discharge up to 30 megawatts – enough to power 20,000 homes. Top right: Every smartphone contains precious metals including gold, silver, copper, platinum and palladium. Companies must reuse these rather than continuing to mine them. Bottom left: Plastics in oceans is the next emotional wave. Last month a video taken by a diver in Bali went viral, showing the sea filled with plastic baskets, bags, straws, bottles and cups. Action is also being seen from WBCSD member companies. Akzo Nobel are leasing chemicals to their customers so that they can take-back, purify and lease out again. Waste management companies like Veolia are repositioning themselves as “resource management companies”. 



Food, Land & Water
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Food, Land & WaterKey messagesThe Food Land and Water agenda is evolving rapidly as are the challenges that require urgent action and true leadership from the business community. There is no common language and competing narrative frames will emerge to influence the global agenda.WBCSD Food, Land, Water program has almost 70 members from across the value chain.  This provides an opportunity for WBCSD to become a focal point for business mobilization by creating a business narrative that drives action.  FRESHThe EAT Lancet report on ‘healthy diets from health food systems’ later this year will challenge our current paradigm in a number of ways.It means we will not be talking about trade-offs between climate and biodiversity, diets and land, water and nutrients.  We will be talking about tackling climate, and, biodiversity and water and diets. It means that in an era of increasingly constrained resources, dietary related disease and population growth, we will need to deliver a broad set of food choices that all taste good, are nutritious, healthy and sustainable. To drive better choices we much harness our knowledge of trend, behaviours and attitudes to food and align our business models to this shift. The latest FRESH Insight Report on consumption patterns signs post the way. But we need to go further and address wholesale dietary shifts, address food loss and waste, value the true impact of food and creating resilient supply chains.  GAA/CSAInvestment in agriculture is critical to achieving optimal SDG outcomes.  Here today we will be launching the new report on the Principles of Responsible Agricultural Investment and the SDGs – a collaboration between the Global Agribusiness Alliance, the CSA group, Earth Security Group and the Swiss Development Corporation.   And on finance, the CSA group has been bolstered by the announcement in Mexico of the 1 billion USD fund to support CSA projects that meet commitments for deforestation and sustainable intensification – a great blended finance model developed by Rabo bank and UN Environment.  Many discussions are happening here this week on accessing this facility.Water:Business has traveled a long distance in its awareness and knowledge about water risks and challenges. A proof in point is the first Business Day in the history of the World Water Forums organized in Brasilia exactly a month ago. Launch of CEO Guide to Water. However, much more action and at a bigger scale is required to ensure for continuity and resilience of operations in an increasingly water-scarce world. Action by members: WASH Pledge implementation by ABG. A total investment of USD 2.87 million was made across the Group to make the improvements identified and additional facilities were built for men, women and physically challenged employees and visitors. Further, cleaning practices have been improved in many locations and this total effort has benefited 106,539 employees across all parts of the Group, 243 plants worldwide. 



People
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People Program Key messagesMaking Sustainable Lifestyles possible, and desirable: Work is progressing from the Good Life 2.0 Playbook into innovation transformation pathways that will support those aspirational shifts – Home, Food, Mobility. Help us connect to targeted positions & expertise within your organization: Deepening relevance of the Sustainable Lifestyles work specifically for the marketing functions in companies Human Resources functions are key for the success of Future of Work projectTrends/member actions/events that inspire: Societal Megatrends (more on this in New Resources)New work to pay attention to: Future of Work: As public debate rises on the impact of disruptive technology on work as we know it, we are gathering companies to take the lead in producing a collective business voice and compelling narrative of the role of business in shaping a sustainable Future of Work.  We are looking for your input to steer this project and identify areas where we can drive collective business action at scale. Future of Work is going to be the biggest topic for business in next 3 years. There will be more to come on this at our 2018 Council Meeting in October. This week: Interface Sustainable Lifestyles – Cities agenda: Tuesday afternoon session with C40 as a guest – what will it take, and how can WBCSD help, to bring businesses together and collaborate to make sustainable lifestyles possible in cities around the world – from thought leadership to action. 2 in-depth sessions on Future of Work during Montreux.



Recent announcements
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Recent announcementsThe world is taking notice of business action on sustainability. Don’t be left behind. 



Redefining Value
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Redefining ValueKey messagesWBCSD’s Redefining Value program is THE go-to place for business to understand, include and integrate non-financial information into business/investment decision-making. Our program is partnering with THE organizations essential to mainstreaming sustainability (e.g. TCFD, COSO, IAASB, GRI, CRD etc.) Trends/member actions/events that inspire: We’re inspired by the direction of travel we’ve seen for integrating sustainability into business strategy and practice at all levels – including more legislation on ESG disclosure, the trend to more mandatory disclosure, and the momentous work of the TCFD. New work to pay attention to/this week: Members should know about and attend sessions related to our Risk Management Work, Materiality in the Food Sector, our work with the TCFD, our newly release Social and Human Capital Coalition, and wider work on measurement and valuation.  Today, nearly 70% of the world’s companies use the COSO Framework for Enterprise Risk Management. COSO and WBCSD have developed a draft guidance (“Applying Enterprise Risk Management to Environmental, Social and Governance-related Risks”) to help organizations worldwide respond to the increasing prevalence and severity of ESG-related risks, ranging from extreme weather events to product safety recalls. We are seeking comment on this until 30 June. 
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SucceedWBCSD are working with member companies towards a sustainable path to success. 
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History of business and sustainability



The definition of success is changing
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Definition of success Sustainability is no longer fashionable, it’s material. The past year has increasingly shown how sustainability issues are beginning to be felt by investors in cold, hard cash terms. The cost of natural disasters in 2017 was $306 billion in the USA alone, while other challenges, such as water shortages in South Africa or Brazil, further emphasised the materiality of engagement in this area.



Risk management | Decision-making | Reporting disclosure
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Risk management, decision making and reporting disclosureSocial and Human Capital Coalition: Today marks the launch of the Social and Human Capital Coalition, designed to help companies recognize, measure and value the importance of people and communities. The new Social and Human Capital Coalition will help demonstrate true corporate performance to key stakeholders, while ensuring a continuous movement towards universally just employment and community practices. 



Cost of capital
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Cost of Capital Short vs long-term; pensions; ESG; RisksDanone is keeping itself financially accountable to tangible incentives for sustainability. Twelve leading global banks, led by BNP Paribas, provide Danone’s $2 billion syndicated credit facility on terms that provide for lower borrowing costs if Danone increases its impact by meeting certain ESG criteria. Even if the move results in only a small percentage of savings on loan rates for Danone, it could lead to several million dollars in annual savings for the company, while providing a successful structure for more financings of this type.Olam secured Asia's first sustainability-linked club loan facility of US$500million. Under the facility, Olam is committed to meeting improvement targets for a comprehensive range of ESG metrics. The metrics are tested on an annual basis and if the pre-set improvement targets are achieved, the interest rate on the Facility will be subsequently reduced.
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Lead. Transform. Succeed. 



System transformation
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System transformation
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New resources this weekAll of these are available on the app now!SDGs sector roadmaps: This new publication aims to communicate the value and benefits of conducting SDG road-mapping at the sector level. Chemical sector is already in the process of completing its roadmap – FSG and CSI India are starting theirs. During this weeks event, you will also hear from leading members of the chemical sector who are in the process of finalizing their roadmap on how they have approached the process and the value that it has generated. We are there to support you in bringing your sector peers together and facilitating a roadmap. Carbon pricing report: We believe that carbon pricing is one of the most efficient means of driving the transition to a low-carbon world. Today, we release a new in-depth guide for policymakers on carbon pricing. This document focuses on the “what” and “how” of implementing a carbon price, rather than the “why.” Earth securities and GAA report: At a time when investors and global clients are increasing the scrutiny of agri-businesses for their impact on sustainable development, Earth Security’s report, developed in collaboration with WBCSD, GAA and supported by the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) offers an innovation framework for CEOs of global agri-business companies to navigate a more complex set of systemic social and environmental pressures around the world.Below 50 Insights report: Today, we release the first below50 insights report, outlining key insights on the status of the low-carbon transport fuels sector. To date, only 3% of transport fuels are low-carbon. This figure must grow to 10% by 2030 to satisfy economic growth and help keep global temperatures from rising more than 2°C. The goal of below50 is to grow the market for the world’s most sustainable fuels, and to help replace 10% of global transport fossil fuel use with low-carbon transport fuels by 2030 (27% by 2050). Chemical Industry Methodology (CE): First-of-its-kind guidance for the chemical industry, this Methodology provides specific guidance for the chemical industry to assess sustainability “signals” across their entire product portfolio, and then steer their portfolio towards improved sustainability outcomes. These signals include chemical hazard and exposure across the life cycle; anticipated regulatory trends; environmental and social impacts, market perception and the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).Megatrends: our in-house People team has compiled a narrative around 4 megatrends underscoring some of the key pressures and opportunities that individuals, communities and societies are facing in today’s world.As part of the launch, the Coalition is also opening the Social and Human Capital Protocol for public consultation until 18 June 2018. Also mention: Leading Women Awards: Last year, we held our first Leading Women Awards, which showcased the outstanding business leadership of women in WBCSD member companies who are working to contribute to the SDGs. This week, we are launching the second awards, and will invite your submissions before announcing the winners ahead of our Council Meeting in Singapore in October. Maria will share more details at our dinner. 



Enjoy the safe space!
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Safe spaceOur LD meeting in Montreux will delve into a variety of topics, ranging from technology for systems transformation to purpose-driven disclosure and the future of work. The plenary day will highlight pioneering examples of system transformation in practice; demonstrating how innovative companies lead towards and succeed through systemic change. Enjoy the safe space!
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Closing and Q&A
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